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movements ; and, second, he expressed the hope that after the
manoeuvres of our Atlantic fleet in the Pacific it will return to the
Atlantic next winter, because its presence on the west coast furnished
an excuse for much of the chauvinistic war talk and military and
naval preparations here.   	continually repeated that the domestic
political situation is now well in hand and that the more chauvinistic
military people are being compelled to moderate their views. Of the
truth of the latter assertion I have yet to be convinced.
	 can do what I cannot do, and, as I wrote to Mr. Stimson,
this is a time when, on the part of the American Ambassador, silence
on political matters in public speeches is golden.   I can show the
American point of view in private conversations, but the moment I
should try to do it in public speeches—and practically all speeches
are liable to get to the press even in spite of assurances to the contrary
—a public debate would be precipitated and the chauvinists would
take good care that my remarks should leave anything but a favour-
able impression on the mind of the public.   Later, if and when the
United States takes action in connection with the Lytton Report,
a public speech may be timely.   The Department recently formulated
in an admirably clear manner, for the information of the ambassadors
in Europe, our attitude and  policy regarding disarmament,  the
German claim for equality in armament, and the sacredness of the
treaties, and it was repeated to me in view of its indirect application
to the situation here.   Part of that statement, together with parts of
some of the Secretary's speeches, might form the basis for a speech
here, but not until it is called for by developments.
	 told me that public sympathy was with me because I had
been patient in the face of attacks, and he intimated that my influence
would be much greater when the time should come to use it than
if I had followed a different policy.
As a little humour is here needed I quote the card of a Japanese
reporter which was handed in to me at the chancery the other day,
applying for an interview :
Please show me on the Litton Commission Report, your american
people's views coincide with Lord Stimson ?
He deserved the interview but didn't get it because interviews are
just as dangerous as speeches.
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Dinner at Prince Tokugawa's, including the Debuchis, Aritas,
Takeda, Mcllroys, and so on. The daughter-in-law, also a Tokugawa,
acted as hostess. The food, wines, flowers, table, and service were
as near perfection as I have seen anywhere, but the whole effect was
ruined by the blinding glare of unshaded electric lights. It is strange
that advancing civilization in some countries cannot get away from

